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Young April rocks and seduces and playfully SLAM WHAM BAMS the CHAUVINISTIC MACHO BOYS.

Jokingly Maces them in the face and freezes their B.V.D's. Off they go smiling to SEXAHOLICS

ANONYMOUS dancing to her innocent melodic rock style and lyrical honesty.. 12 MP3 Songs POP:

Bubblegum Pop, ROCK: 80's Rock Details: April's Bio "Welcome to my world," April wails. But, brace

yourself for saturated Technicolor because her quirky world comes complete with musical whips and

sexual innuendos in her debut CD, "SEX IN AMERICA." April combines strong, descriptive lyrics with

innocent playful melodies to get her message across. Her feelings expressed in "SEX IN AMERICA" deal

with sexual attitudes as well as prejudice, date rape, chauvinism, safe sex, drugs, violence and teen love.

Fresh, exciting and controversial, she makes you listen and want to hear more. "Controversy is your best

friend if you want to be heard above today's artists in this world of Eminems," April says. "I'm more

interested in honesty... I want people to have fun listening to my music but at the same time feel like they

are hearing new and thought-provoking ideas. Influenced by artists as diverse as the Beatles, Tori Amos,

Sheryl Crow, Nirvana, No Doubt and Bjorg, it's no wonder people have a hard time comparing her to

other artists of today. "I'd like to think that when people hear my music they know it's definitely me. I mean

what's the use of being a clone? Leave that up to the cookie-cutter factories who lack imagination." Music

is April's obsession as well as her life-long journey in the hope of positively influencing the world and her

peers with her "think about it in your face" songs. April strikes a serious pose and says, "With all of this

insanity that seems to be boiling over these days, I'd like to think of myself as part of the solution... Well,

don't you?" April owes her exquisite beauty and talent to an exotic blend of Russian, Yugoslavian, Cuban,

English, and Chinese ancestors. In reference to her artistry April could very well say.... It's all in the

genes. Her extensive performing experience and trained singing all played a part in laying fertile ground
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for this talented seed to sprout. When asked about her passion for performing she said, "I get so excited

to be up there - I would crowd surf if I could." This young artist embodies an image of virginal innocence,

free spirit yet sound judgment to create an energy that is hard to resist. She is able to balance her moral

convictions and insights with humor and empathy while skillfully delivering a message which could be

harsh in less compassionate hands. This up-and-coming singer/songwriter may be young and spunky but

don't let that fool you as this artist is far from green. It is evident that the more you listen to her intimate

thoughts the more you realize that she is an endless fountain of youth and creativity ready to explode on

the music scene.
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